
1. Do you like the photo booth? The photo booth will take a prominent space at your event/wedding. Do you 
like the design? Does it enhance or subtract to the venue, décor, or your vision? For example, a green 
screen backdrop might be fine for a birthday party, but might clash with colors at a wedding. Look at photos 
of the potential photo booth company’s past set-ups. 

 

2. Do they provide quality work? Look at some pictures of past photos. Does the photo quality look 
professional? Are the faces clear? Is the lighting good? Do the photo strips look professionally designed? 
There’s a huge difference between the hackers and the pros. You deserve a work of art, not a lackluster 
experience. Also, be wary of companies that don’t use their own photos on their website. Be sure to ask a 
company if their photos are of their work. Nothing is worse than getting something that looks nothing like 
what was promised. 

 

3. Will it work in your space? We highly recommend putting the photo booth next to the dance floor, right to 
where the action is. Nothing kills a party more, than separating the photo booth and the dance floor in 
separate rooms, or putting the photo booth outside while the party is inside. If the party is outside, be sure 
to ask your photo booth vendor if their booth can handle it. 

 

4. Does it have the features you want? Does the booth include instant unlimited prints? Does it automatically 
cut the pictures into 2x6 strips? Does it include a backdrop that you like? Is an attendant included, or do you 
have to set it up yourself? Do they offer social sharing? Do they offer props? GIFs or video? Green Screen? 
Photo Guest Book? How many people can fit in a shot? These are questions that will help you decide which 
photo booth is right for you. 

 

5. Is it well reviewed? A photo booth company with more reviews will generally be better at delivering a high-
quality experience. But, read the reviews; pay attention to the content. There’s a lot of moving parts in a 
photo booth, and you want to make sure that you find a company that has a good track record delivering a 
quality experience, and doesn’t have a lot of down time and a lot of “technical difficulties. 

 

 

 

Make the moment, capture the moment. 
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TIPS FOR HIRING A PHOTO BOOTH 


